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Document title Possible new RAP action: Development of common guidelines for crisis management in 
the event of major accidental spills of plastic pellets from ships 

Code 4-2 
Submission date 28.9.2020 
Submitted by Sweden 

 

Background 
The division of responsibilities regarding accidental spills of plastic pellets from ships at sea can be 
problematic. Plastic pellets may be classified as an environmental polluting substance when spilled in larger 
quantities by some countries, others may instead see such an accident as littering. Depending on how the 
country classifies the accident will affect how the spill is handled. 

A compilation among HELCOM countries on eventual policies for major accidental spills of plastic pellet from 
ships at sea as well as an external analysis on eventual policies in countries outside HELCOM could potentially 
lead to the development of common guidelines within HELCOM. This would benefit from being a joint action 
with OSPAR. 

This proposal has the form as a synopsis for the BSAP Update, however we see that it is better addressed as 
a possible new action for the updated RAP ML. 

Action requested 
The Workshop is invited to consider and discuss the proposal as a possible new action for the updated RAP 
ML. 
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 Title 
Development of common guidelines for crisis management in the event of major accidental spills of 
plastic pellets from ships  
Submitted by: 
Sweden 
Contact person: Lisa Bredal Nerdahl, the Swedish Agency for Marine and Water Management 

Description of measure 
The division of responsibilities regarding accidental spills of plastic pellets from ships at sea can be 
problematic. Plastic pellets may be classified as an environmental polluting substance when spilled in 
larger quantities by some countries; others may instead see such an accident as littering. Depending on 
how the country classifies the accident will affect how the spill is handled. 
A compilation among HELCOM countries on eventual policies for major accidental spills of plastic pellet 
from ships at sea as well as an external analysis on eventual policies in countries outside HELCOM could 
potentially lead to the development of common guidelines within HELCOM. This would benefit from 
being a joint action with OSPAR. 
Activity:  
Transport – shipping (incl. anchoring, mooring)  
Pressure: 
Input of litter (solid waste matter, including micro-sized litter) 
State: 
Litter 
Extent of impact: 
Baltic wide scale (with the possibility to scale up to the OSPAR maritime area). 

Effectiveness of measure 
The effectiveness of the measure will depend on the possibility to develop common guidelines. The 
problem of microplastics in the environment has relatively recently received attention. Therefore, 
knowledge of sources, distribution, occurrence, and effects in the environment still has major 
shortcomings. It is clear, however, that there is a risk of negative impact on human health and the 
environment. The precautionary principle should lead the approach to the microplastics problem and 
emissions of microplastics should be minimised and addressed in order to reduce exposure and 
increased risks in the future. 
Cost, cost-effectiveness of measure: 
Not known  
Feasibility: 
 A compilation among HELCOM countries on eventual policies for major accidental spills of plastic pellet 
from ships at sea as well as an external analysis  on eventual policies in countries outside HELCOM needs 
to be carried out. This will in turn provide the basis for the possibility to develop common guidelines.  
Follow-up of measure: 
Beach litter indicator 
Background material: 
OSPAR Background document on pre-production Plastic Pellets f 
https://www.kimointernational.org/news/plastic-pellets-spill-pollutes-danish-norwegian-swedish-
coastlines/ 

References 
OSPAR Background document on pre-production Plastic Pellets 
https://www.kimointernational.org/news/plastic-pellets-spill-pollutes-danish-norwegian-swedish-
coastlines/ 
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